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Abstract.2

The TC4 experiment in Central America during summer 2007 was designed3

to address convective transport into the tropical UTLS and the evolution of4

anvil and in-situ formed cirrus clouds. In the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL),5

the global circulation is dominated by the Asian Anticyclone and the west-6

ward winds that stretch from the western Pacific to the Atlantic. The cold-7

est TTL temperatures are over the Asian monsoon region, with average tem-8

peratures over Central America about 3K warmer. During TC4, TTL west-9

ward flow over Central America was stronger than normal, persisting through10

TC4 almost without interruption. In the upper Troposphere, the flow in the11

TC4 region, determined by the North American anticyclone and the Cen-12

tral American Convective maximum, was quite similar to climatology.13
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Incidence of deep convection over the Central American region was anoma-14

lously low, being among the three lowest out of 34 years sampled. The ma-15

jor factor was an incipient La Nina, specifically anomalously cold temper-16

atures off the Pacific Coast of South America. Weakness in the low level Caribbean17

jet caused a statistical shift in the coldest clouds from the Caribbean side18

of Central America to the Pacific side.19

The tropopause region exhibited a rich spectrum of variability in temper-20

ature and wind. The character was largely that of upward propagating waves21

generated by local and nonlocal convection. These waves produced charac-22

teristic temperature variations at the cold point of 2K, with maximum peak-23

to-peak variation during the experiment of 8K.24

At low levels in the northern portion of the TC4 region, flow from the Sa-25

hara desert predominated, while in the southern portion the air came from26

the Amazon region. Convectively influenced air in the upper troposphere came27

from Central America, the northern Amazon region, the Atlantic ITCZ, and28

the North American monsoon. Only a limited number of air parcels in the29

upper troposphere orginated from convection in the Pacific. In the tropical30

tropopause layer (TTL), convection to the east, including African and Asian31

convection, affected the observed air masses. Near San Jose and northward32

in the TTL, African and Asian convection (aged as much as 20 days) may33

have contributed as much to the air masses as Central and South American34

convection. South of 8N, Asian and African convection had far less impact.35
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1. Introduction

To address the twin science issues of upward transport into the tropical Upper Tro-36

posphere/Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region, and the evolution of convective and in-situ37

formed tropical cirrus clouds, NASA conducted the Tropical Chemistry, Cloud, and Cli-38

mate Coupling (TC4) field mission in Central America during the convective season. This39

region was selected because it was convectively active, tropical, and accessible. To under-40

stand how results in this region during the 3-week period of the experiment are globally41

applicable, however, we need to have a solid picture of the overall meteorological context.42

Specifically, we need to answer these five science questions. First, what are the basic43

global and regional flow patterns, and how typical are those patterns as compared to long44

term climatology? Second, what is the character of the convection in the region, and45

how does it compare to previous years? Third, how does the convection and flow vary46

during the three and a half week period of the experiment? Fourth, what is the nature47

of the dynamics of the UTLS in the TC4 region? Finally, what are the implications of48

the circulation for the origin of air masses sampled during the mission? The goal of this49

paper is to answer these five questions, and each subsequent section will address these in50

turn.51

2. Mean tropical circulation in the boreal summer

Figure 1 shows the flow at 100mb, temperatures, positive divergence, and overall con-52

vective patterns from the average Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) brightness tem-53

peratures (Liebman and Smith [1996]) for the extended TC4 period (July 5 - August 15),54

both for the year of the mission (2007) and for the 11 year average ending in 2007. 100mb55
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is approximately at the cold point tropopause, and is thus approximately in the middle56

of the Tropical Tropopause Layer, or TTL (Fueglistaler et al [2009]). The circulation is57

dominated by the Asian monsoon anticyclone centered over Afghanistan, which is forced58

by the convection in Asia and the Bay of Bengal. It should be noted that the incidence59

of convective cloud tops peaks at about 13 km (150 mb); convective cloud top frequencies60

are down by at least a factor of 10 from this peak by the time 100mb is reached. Still,61

upward, cross-isentropic motion, and the divergence that forces the anticyclone (yellow62

contours), is maintained above the convective outflow level by momentum flux divergence63

from waves generated by convection (Randel et al. [2008]). Significant divergence in the64

flow field over the Asian monsoon is apparent, both in 2007 and in the 11 year average.65

Notably, there is no significant 100mb divergence in the TC4 region. This does not mean66

that convection never reaches 100mb, only that it does not have the kind of effect on the67

100mb dynamics that it has in the Asian monsoon region.68

Figure 1 demonstrates three points. First, the mean flow in the TC4 region (defined69

by the white rectangle in Figure 1), is fairly zonal and easterly (the heavy green line70

marks the boundary between westerly and easterly flow). This means that much of the71

air observed in the TC4 region at 100mb (at least for 2007) can be traced back to the72

region of convection over Africa and ultimately back to the Asian monsoon region. The73

mean 100mb easterlies slow substantially as they approach central America, which means74

that it takes upwards of 20 days for the air to reach Central America from the Asian75

monsoon region; however, during the TC4 period, the easterlies were persistent north of76

5N, with only very short periods of westerly flow. In particular, after July 29, there were77

no periods at all of even weak westerly flow north of 5N.78
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Second, the coldest temperatures at this level are over Southeast Asia, with temper-79

atures increasing steadily along the 100mb flow from east to west. In general average80

temperatures over Central America are about 3K warmer than over the upstream Asian81

monsoon. Since radiative heating is relatively weak in the summer (Yang et al. [2009])82

this means that the air is sinking and warming and is, presumably, drier than upstream.83

In fact, relative humidities with respect to ice (based on MLS measurements – Read et al.84

[2007]) shown in Figure 2 indicate significantly lower values over the TC4 region than over85

the upstream regions of Africa and the Asian monsoon. Thus, substantial gravity and86

synoptic wave activity, and the lifting and temperature perturbations that accompany it,87

would be required for in-situ cloud formation in the TTL within the TC4 region. These88

clouds are almost certainly the primary mechanism by which water vapor is removed from89

the air that enters the stratosphere (Jensen and Pfister [2004]). Section 5 describes this90

wave activity as revealed by the local radiosondes. In fact, section 5 shows that variability91

generated by waves in the TTL is quite substantial, and comparable to the 3K difference92

in mean temperature between Central America and the Asian monsoon region.93

Third, there are some significant differences between the 100mb flow in 2007 and the94

flow in previous years. 100mb temperatures in 2007 throughout the tropics are slightly95

colder than the average for the previous 11 years, partially due to the fact that QBO96

westerlies at 70 and 100mb are beginning to transition to easterlies (anomalously cold97

temperatures occur when QBO easterlies overlie QBO westerlies). Additionally, TC498

follows a significant decrease in tropical tropopause temperatures that occurred in 2001,99

as noted in Randel et al. [2006]. Also, as mentioned above, the easterlies over the TC4100
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region are stronger and more persistent than in a typical year, suggesting a stronger than101

typical link to the Asian monsoon region.102

Figure 3a shows the flow at 200mb, just below the level of maximum convective out-103

flow in the tropics. The Asian monsoon anticyclone is still a dominant global feature,104

but the flow west of the mid-Atlantic is much less zonal. At this altitude we see the105

North American anticyclone and the accompanying mid-Atlantic trough. These features106

essentially push the easterly flow southward. The northern part of the easterly jet over107

Africa is diverted northward and eastward into the mid-Atlantic, while the North Amer-108

ican Anticyclone induces weak mean northeasterly flow over the Caribbean toward the109

TC4 region. Though this flow is weak, variability is substantial; thus, we expect some110

of the air observed at this level in the northern part of the TC4 region to have a North111

American origin. In contrast, the southern portion may have more influence from Asia112

and Africa than the air at 100mb. Another feature is the strong southwestward flow113

equatorward of the convective regions in Central America and the eastern Pacific. 200mb114

is near the level of maximum convective outflow in the tropics, and this southwestward115

flow is a manifestation of the strong divergence associated with Central American and116

northwestern South American convection (yellow contours).117

At 500mb (Figure 3b), there is very little convergence or divergence and the flow is118

largely uniform from the east. This is consistent with the notion that, on balance, there119

is little net divergence or convergence associated with convection at this level. It does not120

mean that there is no interaction with convection at this level, merely that entrainment121

into convective plumes is more or less equal to detrainment from them. The significance of122

this flow for TC4 is that plumes from biomass burning in southern Africa, which typically123
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ascend to midtropospheric altitudes (Chatfield et al [1996]) can be transported westward124

towards the southern portion of the TC4 region.125

At 850mb (Figure 3c) flow is strongly easterly, with peak mean winds of about 10126

meters per second. Convergence (yellow contours) is apparent along the convective zones127

extending from Africa westward through the Atlantic ITCZ, northern South America,128

Central America and the eastern Pacific. The slight northerly component to the easterly129

flow north of the convergent zone over the Atlantic implies ready advection of Sahara dust130

into the TC4 region, with a transit time of about 12 days. The flow is weaker within and to131

the west of the Central American convective region, consistent with the strong convergence132

associated with the convection there. South of the convergent line, the easterly flow has133

a southerly component. The implication here is that air from southern Africa, which is134

the dominant biomass burning region on the planet in July and August, can flow towards135

the southern part of the TC4 region. Alternatively, this air can be lofted by convection136

in the Atlantic ITCZ and in northern South America.137

Figure 4 shows the average flow in the TC4 region during the experimental period138

in the boundary layer (925mb, about 700 meters above the surface) and at the bottom139

of the main outflow level (200mb, about 12.5 km). Sea surface temperatures form the140

color background in the 925mb plots, while average OLR (an indicator of cold clouds and141

convection) are in the 200mb plots. Turning first to the 925 mb flow, the convergence142

line (yellow contours) associated with the regions of low average OLR (which is in the143

200mb plots, b and d) is clear. Southerly low level flow in the Pacific and a strong144

easterly low level jet over the western Caribbean (green contours) converge to produce145

strong convection in the Central American region. The low level jet exceeds 15 meters146
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per second in an average sense, and is actually stronger than the 850mb flow. Convection147

and convergence on the Pacific side occur north of the strong gradient in sea surface148

temperatures in the Pacific. At 200mb, there is strong divergence in the wind field, from149

weak mean winds north of the convective region to strong northeasterly winds to the south.150

The magenta, cyan, and solid white contours in Figures 4b and 4d represent the 10, 20151

and 25 percent contours of fraction of pixels with equivalent brightness temperatures less152

than 230K. Basically, these contours represent the incidences of the coldest clouds.153

This figure illustrates 4 points. First, though the average OLR is similar for the TC4154

period and the 11 year average, the incidence of the coldest clouds differs substantially.155

In the 11 year average, there is a region in the Panama Bight where over 25% of the OLR156

pixels have a brightness temperature less than 230K, whereas during TC4 the maximum157

incidence is about 20%. As will be shown in the next section, this is not just an artifact158

of the limited (twice-daily) temporal coverage of the OLR dataset. Secondly, though TC4159

occurred during an incipient La Nina, with slightly cooler sea surface temperatures (SST)160

than normal, the difference in sea surface temperature in the TC4 region between the161

TC4 period and the 11 year average is minimal, at least in the convective region and in162

the Caribbean. Notably, near and just south of the equator, sea surface temperatures are163

significantly colder than normal. Third, overall convergence at 925mb and divergence at164

200mb are quite similar during TC4 and the 11 year average. If anything, both 925mb165

convergence and 200mb divergence are stronger during TC4 than the 11-year average. Of166

note here is that comparisons of the large scale Walker circulation between the TC4 period167

and the 11 year average show no discernible differences. The basic conclusion is that,168

though the overall mass transport by convection during TC4 was similar to the average,169
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the highest and coldest clouds, which are of substantial interest for this experiment, were170

less frequent than normal. Section 3 describes some of the basic character of convection171

in the TC4 region, how it differed statistically from the average, and why.172

The fourth point regards the low level jet (green contours in the 925 mb plots), first173

documented by Amador [1998]. This is the one element of the basic circulation that is174

different, being substantially stronger during the 11 year average than during the TC4175

period. Previous work (Magana and Caetano [2005]) shows that the strength of this low176

level jet is positively correlated with rainfall on the Caribbean Coast of Central America.177

The strengthening of this low level jet during July and August is also responsible for the178

well-known Mid-Summer Drought phenomenon that occurs in the Caribbean and southern179

Mexico (Magana et al. [1999]).180

3. Convection during TC4

As noted in the previous section, convection during the TC4 period was, in some ways,181

anomalously weak. Though the overall low level convergence and upper level divergence182

were comparable to the 11 year average ending in 2007, the incidence of very cold cloud183

was significantly less than normal (Figure 4). The purpose of this section is to describe the184

general phenomenology of convection in this region, refine the analysis of cold cloud during185

TC4, and relate the observed convection to sources of long-term circulation variability in186

the tropics.187

3.1. Diurnal Variation

Convection over land, and convection strongly influenced by land, has a strong diurnal188

cycle throughout the tropics. The fundamental reason is obvious – namely the land’s189
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strong response to solar heating. The average tropics typically have a peak in land con-190

vection at about 4 PM local time (based on TRMM data – Liu and Zipser [2008]). In191

tropical coastal areas, however, the diurnal cycle displays a less obvious diurnal character.192

Mapes et al [2003] have discussed the observational background and physical mecha-193

nisms responsible for the diurnal variation of convection in northwestern South America,194

including the Panama Bight. What follows is a brief discussion of the diurnal cycle of195

convection as it applies to the TC4 experiment.196

Figure 5 (a-h) shows the diurnal character of convection in the TC4 region as revealed197

by geostationary satellite infrared imagery statistics generated over a 6 year period. What198

is shown is the incidence of pixels with a brightness temperature less than 210K within199

half degree squares from 1997-2002 for the month of July, during which most of TC4200

occurred (August is very similar). We chose the 210K threshold because it more clearly201

differentiates those regions where convection is consistently high and cold; however, a202

similar picture emerges if the 230K threshold is chosen. Figure 5a shows the incidence of203

pixels with brightness temperatures less than 210K for 8 PM local time. This is close to204

the time of a broad diurnal peak in convection in northwestern South America. It is not205

clear why this peak is later than the tropical average for land convection (about 4 PM206

local time), but Danielsen [1982] hypothesized that it was due to cooling in the mountains207

and subsequent convergence in broad valleys. Convection is also quite active over other208

land areas, including El Salvador, southern Mexico, and the mountainous border between209

Costa Rica and Panama. Also apparent is the ITCZ over the Pacific, which appears as a210

broad enhancement in a curve from (105W, 10N) to (90W, 7N).211
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By 11PM local time (Figure 5b), convection over all the land areas is weaker. There212

is also notable movement in the convection toward the coasts and over the water. The213

convective complex over northwestern South America is broader, and there is enhanced214

cold cloud at the eastern edge of the Panama Bight. The region of convection over the215

Costa Rica/Panama border has split into two, with enhancements over the Caribbean216

and Pacific coasts. Similar behavior is seen near El Salvador. By 2 AM local time217

(Figure 5c) Panama Bight convection starts to develop in a major way. The convection218

off the Panamanian and Costa Rican coasts has moved slightly west-northwestward, and219

is now fully offshore. This is also the case for El Salvador. Notably, land convection over220

Colombia continues strongly, even though it is the middle of the night.221

At 5 AM, Panama Bight convection is close to its diurnal peak, which, at least for this222

statistic, occurs at 6 AM. Land convection has completely subsided by this time. The223

Central American Caribbean and Pacific coastal convection continues to strengthen and224

move northwestward. The mechanisms for generating this strong coastal and Panama225

Bight convection, which is generally more intense than the afternoon land-based systems,226

is probably due to a combination of coastal convergence due to large scale flow (Figure227

4) and destabilization over the oceans due to gravity waves excited by land convection228

the previous afternoon (Mapes et al [2003]). By 8 AM, Panama Bight convection is still229

active, but notably weaker – also the case for convection off the coast of El Salvador. In230

contrast, the Caribbean and Pacific coastal convection has strengthened.231

The situation at 11 AM local time is shown in Figure 5f. The diurnal frequency of232

cold cloud is generally less than at 8 AM, not only over the Panama Bight, but over233

the coastal Caribbean and Pacific as well. Two developements are noted. First, the234
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Pacific coastal convection exhibits an apparent movement away from the shore. On an235

individual event basis, this exhibits itself as convective systems forming near the shore,236

and then traveling westward to become part of the broad ITCZ mentioned above. In237

fact, this clearly occurred for the systems sampled on July 17 and July 22 (Toon et al.238

[2010]). Second, there is a clear enhancement of convection off the Nicaraguan coast at239

this time. By 2 PM local time (Figure 5g), Panama Bight and coastal convection has240

nearly disappeared. Convection is now clearly developing over land areas, particularly241

over Panama, the eastern third of Nicaragua, the Yucatan peninsula, and Cuba. The242

development over land areas continues to intensify, as shown in Figure 5h. At this time,243

convection over Panama, the Yucatan, and Cuba is near its peak for the day. Northwestern244

South America is also very active, though the peak in convection in this region, as noted245

above, does not occur until later in the evening.246

The diurnal picture outlined in Figure 5 serves a useful purpose in “classifying” the247

convection that was sampled during the mission. Because of the time the aircraft were248

in flight (typically between 6 AM and noon for the ER-2 and the WB-57, 2 PM for the249

DC-8), the systems that could be sampled were Panama Bight, Pacific Coastal, Caribbean250

coastal, and ITCZ. On one occasion (August 3) land convection over Nicaragua was sam-251

pled. During the deployment, aircraft sampled Pacific Coastal systems 5 times (7/17,252

7/19, 7/22, 7/31, and 8/8), Panama Bight Systems 5 times (7/21, 7/22, 7/29, 8/3, and253

8/5), and ITCZ systems 4 times (7/17, 7/19, 7/22, and 7/24). The DC-8 aircraft went254

near a Caribbean system on 7/22, but was flying at low altitudes under the anvils at the255

time. One point that should be emphasized is that diurnal variation is certainly not the256

whole story. Though there were very few days with no convection at all, not all the types257
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of systems occurred on each day. Between July 14 and August 8 (26 days), Panama Bight258

and Caribbean Coastal convection occurred on 17 days, while Pacific Coastal convection259

occurred on 21 days. ITCZ convection occurred in some form (though not necessarily260

within range of San Jose) on each day. Most importantly, the overall strength of convec-261

tion, as well as the relative strength of the systems (e.g. Panama Bight vs Pacific Coastal)262

varied strongly from one day to the next.263

3.2. Long-term variations in convective activity

As pointed out above, the incidence of the deepest convection is significantly lower264

during the 2007 TC4 period than in the 11 year average. The convection in Figure 4265

is based on OLR measurements, which are typically taken twice per day (Liebman and266

Smith [1996]). Given the diurnal nature of the convection and the possibility that subtle267

shifts in the diurnal cycle may be contributing to the anomalously low incidences of low268

brightness temperatures, it is appropriate to examine the same issue using a dataset with269

a complete diurnal cycle. Figures 6 and 7 show the incidence of brightness temperatures270

less than 230K and 200K respectively for all hours (based on hourly GOES-12 10.5 µm271

measurements) for the TC4 period (7/13-8/13) for three different years – 2005, 2006, and272

2007. The basic picture is that the anomalously low convective activity for 2007 suggested273

by the OLR data is borne out by the GOES measurements. Turning to Figure 6, for 2005,274

we can see the different convective features discussed in the previous subsection, including275

northwestern South America, Panama Bight, Pacifc Coastal, Caribbean Coastal, and the276

Nicaraguan land convection occurring in the early afternoon. In Figure 6 (2005), the277

Caribbean Coastal convection appears as strong as the Panama Bight convection. It is278

clear from Figure 7, though, that the regions where the the coldest clouds occur are the279
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Panama Bight and northwestern South America. Notably, there is little enhancement in280

the frequency of brightness temperatures less than 200K over eastern Nicaraguan in 2005.281

The convection in that region is clearly shallower. For the most part, 2006 is similar282

to 2005, except with an overall reduced frequency of cold cloud over all the convective283

regions except for the coast of Guatemala and El Salvador (which was largely outside the284

TC4 operating region).285

The situation is clearly different in 2007. Convection is not only less intense, but286

its distribution is different. Figure 6 shows that the incidence of brightness tempera-287

tures less than 230K has decreased substantially from 2006 in the Panama Bight, the288

Caribbean Coastal area, and over the ITCZ, (but not over the Pacific Coastal region).289

For brightness temperatures less than 200K (Figure 7), the area of greatest incidence290

is now off the coast of El Salvador. The usual enhancement in the northwestern South291

America/Panama/Costa Rica region that is clear in 2005 and 2006 is completely absent292

during the TC4 period. These figures illustrate the situation for the one month period of293

TC4. As shown below, deep convection in the Panama Bight was anomalously low not294

only for the TC4 period, but for June, and the rest of July and August as well.295

Figure 8 shows the evolution through the year of convection as shown by OLR, the296

signed magnitude of the Caribbean Low Level Jet (Amador [1998]), and four measures297

of equatorial Pacific Ocean Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies (Nino Index Anomalies).298

For convection and the LLJ, both the mean annual cycle over 34 years and the behavior299

during the TC4 year, 2007, are shown. Mean annual values for the Nino index anomalies300

for any given month are all less than .4K in magnitude and are not shown. The figure301

illustrates three points. First, comparing the mean annual cycle in the incidence of cold302
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OLR cloud in the Panama Bight to 2007 (solid and dashed black lines in Figure 8a), there303

are clear negative anomalies from day 150 to day 260 (June 1 to the end of September).304

For the TC4 region as a whole (which includes the Panama Bight), the negative anomaly305

lasts from June until mid-August. Much of the negative anomaly for the entire TC4306

region is due to the dearth of cold cloud in the Panama Bight. However, as Figures 6 and307

7 show, 2007 had negative cold cloud anomalies outside the Panama Bight as well.308

The second point concerns the Low Level Jet strength plotted in Figure 8b (Amador309

[1998]). Its strength is positively correlated with rainfall on the Caribbean coast (Magana310

and Caetano [2005]), and negatively correlated with rainfall in the Caribbean Sea and311

on the Pacific side of Central America (Whyte et al. [2008]). As noted by Wang [2007],312

the jet has two maxima during the year, one in mid-summer and another in January. In313

this figure, we plot the average zonal wind from 12 − 18◦N and 70 − 80◦W . The broad314

winter maximum, and sharp summer maximum are clearly evident. During 2007, the LLJ315

maximum was stronger than normal in late June and early July, and weaker during the316

TC4 period continuing until the end of August. Clearly, anomalies in the LLJ cannot317

account for the overall negative anomalies in cold cloud shown in Figure 8a since there is318

a dearth of cold cloud in the TC4 region for the entire summer. On the other hand, the319

anomalously weak LLJ during the TC4 period may account for the relative strength of320

Pacific coastal convection as compared to the Caribbean coastal convection that is evident321

for 2007 in Figures 6 and 7. As noted above, increases in rainfall on the Caribbean side322

are related to a strong LLJ, while increases in rainfall on the Pacific are related to a weak323

LLJ.324
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The third point is illustrated Figure 8c, where four El Nino Sea Surface Temperature325

indices used by the NCEP Climate Prediction Center are plotted: nino12 (Coastal South326

America just south of the equator); nino3 (eastern equatorial Pacific); nino34 (east central327

equatorial Pacific); and nino4 (west central equatorial Pacific). As already noted, TC4328

occurred during an incipient La Nina period, and this is clearly the case from the central329

and western Pacific indicators (nino34 and nino4). These two begin to develop negative330

deviations about the time of the TC4 experiment. For the extreme eastern Pacific, off the331

coast of South America, however, it is clear that temperatures were substantially colder332

than normal as early as May. In fact, after June 1, these are the lowest values of the333

nino12 index observed since 1990. The proximity of the nino12 region to the Panama334

Bight (which is the main source of negative cold cloud anomalies), as well as the absence335

of any significant correlation between Panama Bight OLR and other possible indicators336

(such as the Madden-Julian Oscillation – Madden and Julian [1971], upper level winds,337

and LLJ intensity) suggests this as a likely cause for the anomalously low cold cloud in the338

TC4 region during the experiment. Notably, the Oceanic Nino Index (a smoothed version339

of nino34) does have a correlation of -.5 with Panama Bight cold cloud incidence over340

34 years, but cannot account for the June and July, 2007. The existence of relationships341

between the ENSO cycle and rainfall in Central and South America is, of course, not new342

(see Amador [2008] and Amador et al [2006] for reviews).343

4. Meteorological Evolution during the TC4 mission

The previous sections outline important elements of the average meteorology, circula-344

tion, and convection during the mission, and how that average picture differed from a345

“typical” year. For a field experiment, though, shorter term variations are important.346
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This section will explore how these shorter term variations affected observed convection347

and aircraft sampling.348

Figure 9 shows a summary of the evolution of the deepest convection during the TC4349

period. The individual aircraft flights are shown by symbols near the top, and include350

some of the transit flights at the beginning and end of the mission. The two black curves351

are fractions of pixels in the TC4 and Bight regions (see Figure 6) that have brightness352

temperatures less than 225K and 200K, respectively. Essentially the solid curve depicts353

deep convection in the TC4 region in general, while the dotted curve focuses on the very354

deepest convection in the Panama Bight. The gray curve shows the minimum 700mb355

wind along the 77.5W meridian between 8 and 22 degrees north.356

For about the first week of the mission (July 14 - July 22, julian days 195 - 203) the357

convection in the TC4 region was strongly modulated by three westward propagating358

waves (easterly waves, Riehl [1954]), which are depicted by the 700mb wind maximum359

plotted in gray in Figure 9. This led to very active convection on July 14, 15, 17, and 18,360

strongly suppressed conditions on July 16 and July 19, and moderately active convection361

on July 20-22. As shown by the figure, strong convection is roughly in phase with the362

easterly wind maximum at the 77.5 West meridian. The first joint ER-2/DC-8 flight363

took place on July 17 (day 198). Figure 10a shows the 700mb (about 3 km) winds and364

isotachs, along with the 6.7 µm water vapor imagery, for this date at 9 AM local time.365

There is strong convection off the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica, and some convection in366

the Panama Bight. The trough of the wave is just ahead of the strong wind enhancement367

associated with the wave, and is roughly at the longitude of the Nicaraguan east coast.368

Further east, over the Caribbean at the longitude of Venezuela, there is a dry region369
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coinciding with the ridge of the wave. This dry region moves westward, resulting in370

suppressed convection on July 19 (day 200), the date of the second ER-2 flight (Figure371

10b). The suppression of convection is also apparent in Figure 9, with a strong minimum372

in overall cold cloud in the TC4 region on day 200. The 6.7 µm features in Figure373

10, which are a measure of the water vapor distribution in the 500-200mb region, show374

that these easterly waves have some depth, though wind perturbations above 500mb are375

relatively weak. Much of the time, the dry regions following the wind maxima associated376

with the easterly waves dissipated and moistened as they approached Central America,377

presumably due to convection over northern South America. In this case, however, the dry378

region retained its integrity. It should be noted that, though convection was suppressed379

in the region on July 19 compared to other days, there were still systems in the area. In380

fact, Pacific Coastal convection just south of Costa Rica was surveyed by the ER-2 (Toon381

et al. [2010]).382

Figure 10 (bottom) does show the next easterly wave approaching, with convection over383

the Caribbean north of Venezuela, and a 700mb wind maximum associated with it further384

to the east. This wave, however, weakens substantially as it approaches Central America.385

By July 22, or day 203 (Figure 11a), there is significant convection in the central America386

region, but the dynamical signal at 700mb is weak.387

As shown in Figure 9, after July 22 (day 203), there is a basic change in the character388

of the convection. Instead of strong pulses lasting 2-3 days with intervals of minimal389

convection (which is apparent from July 14-22, days 195-203), the temporal variation has390

a higher frequency, nearly diurnal character through August 2 (day 214, a period of almost391

2 weeks). Figure 11b shows the 700mb flow for July 29, generally typical of this period.392
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There is evidence of an easterly wave, but it is much weaker, both in wind perturbation393

and in convective signature than, say, the July 17 case (Figure 10a). The absence of strong394

easterly surges at 700mb is also apparent in Figure 9, where easterlies never exceeded 13395

m/s from days 204-214.396

Though Figure 9 indicates a diurnal character to the overall level of convection in the397

TC4 region, there are important day-to-day variations during this period. Convection398

occurred in the Panama Bight region, but typically every 2-3 days (July 22, 25, 27,399

30, and August 1). On other days, the strong convection would occur either north of the400

Panamanian and Costa Rican coasts, or south of Costa Rica on the Pacific side. In contrast401

to what the 11 year OLR climatology shows (Figure 4b), Panama Bight convection was402

not the strongest in the region during the July 23-August 2 period. The systems along403

the Caribbean (Figure 10a) and Pacific (Figure 10b) coasts, and in the Pacific (July 24,404

Figure 12 of Toon et al. [2010]) were actually stronger than the Bight convection. In fact,405

one of the deepest systems surveyed by the ER-2 and DC-8 was on the Pacific Coast just406

south of San Jose, occurring on July 31 (Toon et al. [2010], Figure 16).407

This relatively quiet, quasi-diurnal period in convective activity came to an end with the408

arrival of a strong easterly wave on August 3 (Figure 12a). For the next 4 days (August409

3-6, days 215-218), overall convective activity was substantially enhanced (Figure 9), with410

significant Bight convection occurring on each of these four days, most strongly on August411

3. It is clear that this period of strong convection was initiated by an easterly wave, shown412

as a strong 700mb wind maximum in Figure 12a, accompanied by strong convection in413

the Caribbean. This system essentially “lit up” the whole region when it approached on414

August 3. Panama Bight convection exhibited the classic behavior described in Figure 4,415
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peaking in intensity between about 9 and 12 GMT (3 to 6 AM local time). On August 4,416

Bight convection occurred again, though not as strongly, with the strongest convection of417

the day originating north of Panama and propagating northwestward.418

By August 5 (Figure 12b), the 700mb wave was at the western edge of the TC4 region,419

but the dynamics was still quite strong, as evidenced by the region of dry air to the north420

and east of the TC4 region in the Caribbean. The result was continued strong convection,421

including in the Panama Bight (which was surveyed by all three aircraft on this date –422

Toon et al. [2010]). There followed a 2-day period of suppressed convection in the region423

(days 219-220, August 7-8). Bight convection was minimal on both days, so a Pacific424

system off the southeastern coast of Costa Rica was surveyed by all three aircraft in a425

coordinated mission on August 8 (Toon et al, Figure 22). As two of the aircraft departed426

on August 9, convective activity strengthened, with a significant system in the Panama427

Bight.428

5. Mean structure and variability in the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere from radiosondes

High-frequency radiosonde measurements were made during the summer of 2007 by429

the Ticosonde/TC4 team. Sondes were released from the Juan Santamaria sonde site in430

Alajuela (10.0◦N , 84.2◦W , 883.5 m ASL) operated by the Costa Rican Instituto Meteo-431

rológico Nacional (IMN). The launch campaign ran from 00 UT June 16 through 18 UT432

August 15, 2007, twice daily at 00 UT and 12 UT through June 30 and subsequently433

four times daily. The nominal launch times were 00, 06, 12 and 18 UT, but these were434

occasionally adjusted to enable coincidence with satellite overpasses. The radiosonde used435

was the Vaisala RS-92SGP radiosonde equipped for GPS windfinding launched on both436
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500-g balloons filled with hydrogen and 600-g balloons filled with helium. Sondes were437

launched under the supervision of IMN staff with the assistance of a student team from438

the Universidad de Costa Rica. A total of 197 radiosondes were released over the 61 days439

of the campaign. Of these 179 reached at least 20 km before termination, normally due to440

balloon burst. The ascent reached a median altitude of 32.1 km, and the highest reached441

34.365 km (6.1 hPa).442

The IMN maintains a Vaisala MW11 ground station at the sonde site; this was upgraded443

for our Ticosonde campaign in 2005 (Vömel et al. [2007]; Selkirk et al. [2010]) for reception444

of the digital signal from the RS92. The MW11 provided data every 2 seconds for ascent445

rate, pressure, altitude, temperature, relative humidity, dewpoint, wind direction and446

wind speed. At the campaign mean ascent rate of 5.27m/s, this is nearly equivalent to447

logging data every 10 meters, and so we interpolated our data to a 10 meter grid for the448

analysis here.449

These radiosonde measurements allow us to characterize the mean temperature struc-450

ture in the Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region, as well as its variabil-451

ity. Coupled with the winds, the mechanisms (for example, the types of wave motions) for452

generating this variability can be understood. In the context of this experiment, designed453

to look at clouds and tracer transport in the UTLS, the variability and persistence of cold454

temperatures is a key driver for cloud maintenance and generation. In fact, since Central455

America is not the coldest region in the TTL at this time of year, temperature variability456

is the most important variable in understanding the formation of the TTL clouds that457

dehydrate air that enters the stratosphere.458
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5.1. Mean Structure

Figure 13 is a Stuve diagram with the average profiles of temperature and dewpoint459

along with barbs of the mean winds. The temperature profile in the upper troposphere is460

roughly moist adiabatic up to ∼ 12km, and there is a pronounced stabilization above 150461

hPa where the lapse rate decreases to < 2◦C/km in the layer immediately below the profile462

minimum temperature at 96 hPa. Also shown in the figure are the individual cold point463

tropopauses which form a cluster ranging down to this stabilization level and upward to464

nearly 70 hPa. The average of the cold point temperatures from all the soundings before465

gridding was −78.8 ± 1.4◦C and was located at 379.7 ± 13K potential temperature and466

16.81 ± .71km altitude. Cold point potential temperatures ranged from 352 K to 418 K;467

the coldest cold point was −83.8◦C and was observed at 368.7 K and 16.74 km. The mean468

cold point saturation mixing ratio was 4.4 ± 1.1 ppmv and the saturation mixing ratio469

of the minimum cold point was 1.86 ppmv, though this is an outlier over two standard470

deviations below the mean. Despite the strong diurnal variation in convection, both471

locally and regionally, there was no statistically significant diurnal variability at Alajuela472

in any of the cold point variables mentioned above, although at 06 UT the cold point473

tropopauses were ∼ 200 m higher than the diurnal average and a few degrees higher in474

potential temperature.475

Figure 14a shows the profiles of the standard deviation of temperature and dewpoint.476

The temperature profile above the boundary layer is fairly constant at ∼ 1◦C, but at477

13.66 km and 350 K there begins a sharp variability gradient. The variability then settles478

down to a level of ∼ 2◦C which prevails from ∼ 15 km up to the middle stratosphere479

where it ramps up to ∼ 3◦C up to the limit of our data at 35 km. We will show below480
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that the rapid increase of variability above 350 K is in large part a consequence of a rich481

spectrum of wave energy from inertial to synoptic and longer timescales in the TTL that482

propagates up through the stratosphere.483

The vertical structure of dewpoint variability is rather different. The standard deviation484

peaks between 5 and 11 km and then decreases to a relative minimum of < 3◦C at 15 km.485

This decrease is probably due to the decreasing sensitivity of the humicap sensor pair in486

the Vaisala RS92.487

Figure 14b shows the profiles of the zonal and meridional wind bracketed by envelopes488

of ±1 standard deviation. Winds are east-southeasterly above the boundary layer, then489

become easterly and then east-northeasterly above 10 km. Above this level the variability490

in both components begins to increase noticeably; the standard deviation of zonal wind491

has more than doubled at its easterly maximum of > 7.7m/s near 13 km, and there is492

an even greater increase for the meridional component up to 15 km. At 15.75 km the493

meridional component vanishes, and the zonal component is also close to its minimum494

value of −3.35m/s for the whole profile above the boundary layer. Above this level there is495

a steady mean easterly gradient up to 28 km, while the magnitude of the mean meridional496

wind remains ≤ 1m/s. The peak easterly wind of ∼ 38m/s prevails in a layer about 1.5497

km thick above 28 km, above which there is a decline to ∼ 25m/s above 30 km.498

5.2. Variability

Figure 15 shows the time series of cold point tropopause temperature from the radioson-499

des at Alajuela over the period of the Ticosonde/TC4 campaign. The figure shows the500

observations as well as a binomially smoothed (N=51) version of the time series inter-501

polated from the observations using cubic splines. The figure shows a high degree of502
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short-term variability, but the filtered time series emphasizes the variations on longer,503

multi-day time scales. Variability at or near the local inertial period of 2.88 days is ap-504

parent, as are longer period synoptic scale variations, including variability on time scales505

of 2-3 weeks, particularly towards the end of the record (days 205-226).506

Figure 16 shows time-height cross-sections of temperature, zonal wind and meridional507

wind anomalies. These cross-sections were constructed from time series of anomalies at508

each of the 10-m grid levels. In addition to removing the time mean at each level, each509

time series was also adjusted to remove any small temporal trend. For the purposes of510

these plots, the anomaly time series at each level were interpolated in time; we set the511

maximum height for the plots in the figure as that altitude where gaps of no more than512

6 points were observed in any of the three variables. After the interpolation, each time513

series was also smoothed with a 5-pt boxcar (running mean average) filter to remove any514

strong diurnal variability.515

The vertical structure of the variability of temperature and winds shown by Figure 14 is516

evident in the cross-sections in Figure 16, viz, the gradients above 13.5 km in temperature517

and above 10 km in the winds. In the 10-16 km layer, the wind variability is dominated518

by meridional wind anomalies with a period of approximately 8 days. This is confirmed519

by the spectral analysis results shown in Figure 17. They show a prominent peak centered520

at this period between 10 and 16 km and secondary and much weaker peak right at 15521

km at the local inertial period of 2.88 days. In contrast, upper tropospheric variability in522

the zonal wind is less well organized and at longer time scales.523

The character of the anomalies undergoes a marked change above 15 km. From here524

up to 25 km, the temperature anomalies become prominent and show a downward phase525
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propagation that is remarkably coherent at times. Figure 17a shows that in the 17-20526

km region, i.e. the layer immediately above the cold point tropopause, there is a peak527

of temperature variability with periods of ∼ 4 days and longer, while there is a relative528

minimum in variability between 20 and 22 km. Above this level there is increasing spectral529

power centered at periods of 4 days and between 8 and 16 days. In contrast, spectral power530

in both the meridional and zonal winds falls off strongly above the cold point tropopause,531

and there is a relative minimum of wind power in a layer several kilometers deep above532

20 km. Above 25 km there emerges broad peak of energy in the zonal wind centered at a533

period of 8-10 days, which grows into a very strong peak at these frequencies above the534

layer of maximum easterly winds (Figure 14b). At this level and range of frequencies,535

there is only a weak peak in meridional winds; however, both wind components display536

strong peaks at the inertial period above 31 km. Finally, at 17 km (the approximate537

altitude of the cold point tropopause – Figure 13) there is a shallow (vertically) peak in538

temperature power covering periods from 1.7 to 3 days.539

The change from vertical coherence of the wind anomalies below 15 km to a pattern540

of downward phase propagation and upward energy propagation in all variables suggests541

that the regional atmosphere, and in particular the temperature at the tropopause, is542

responding to deep convective forcing. In a near-equatorial region, the response in the543

stratosphere can include both eastward-moving Kelvin waves and westward-moving mixed544

Rossby-gravity or Yanai waves and equatorial Rossby waves (see Wheeler et al [2000]).545

The easterly wind in the stratosphere prevents propagation of westward-moving modes546

so it is to be expected that the limited meridional wind spectral power at the inertial547

frequency is due to local inertial instability. On the other hand, cross-spectral analysis of548
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T, u and v (not shown) shows a peak in the cospectrum of T and v near 15 km centered549

between 8 and 16 days. This may well be the signature of mixed Rossby-gravity waves550

strongly evanescent in height. Likewise at these upper tropospheric levels, the cospectrum551

of u and v has a peak in the same frequency range, also evidence of mixed Rossby-gravity552

waves. In contrast T and u show only a weak relationship. Thus the dominant synoptic-553

scale response to convective forcing appears to be in the mixed Rossby-gravity modes and554

not in Kelvin modes.555

6. Origin of air masses sampled during TC4

The mean circulation and convection described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively have556

implications for the air masses sampled during the TC4 mission. Given meteorological557

variance, however, any complete discussion of air mass origins requires a full trajectory558

treatment. In this section, we use kinematic and diabatic trajectory analysis to develop559

a climatology of the origins of air parcels that are observed within the time and region of560

aircraft operations. Specifically, we will answer three questions: (1) what is the origin of561

the air at low levels, specifically 850mb (about 1.6 km, just above the boundary layer)?;562

(2) what is the origin of the air in the upper troposphere near the main tropical convective563

outflow level at 200mb, and where is the convection that feeds that air?; and (3) what564

is the extent of convective influence in the Central American TTL (about 100mb), and565

which convective systems are responsible?566

The approach is to establish a 1 by 1 degree grid of points in the TC4 region, from 5S to567

20N and 90W to 75W at each of the three relevant altitudes (850mb, 200mb, and 100mb),568

and calculate trajectories on 13 separate days during the experiment using a kinematic569

formulation for 200mb and 850mb, and a diabatic formulation for 100mb (Schoeberl and570
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Sparling [1995]). The 13 days are spaced evenly through the experimental period (July571

17 through August 10), so we perform a trajectory analysis every other day. Thus, for572

each altitude, 5408 trajectories are calculated. The kinematic formulation uses three-573

dimensional winds based on 6-hourly analyses (on a 1 by 1 degree grid) from the Global574

Data Assimilation System(GDAS) of the National Center for Environmental Prediction575

(NCEP). At 100mb, diabatic trajectories are used because the vertical winds are less576

reliable. In this formulation, trajectories are calculated isentropically, with movement577

upward and downward through the isentropes governed by clear sky heating rates.578

6.1. Lower and Upper Troposphere Air origin

Figure 18 (a-d) shows the results for 14-day back trajectories originating at 850mb in579

the TC4 region. The accuracy of trajectory calculations varies with the meteorological580

situation, with a typical rule of thumb suggesting that results begin to diverge at about a581

week. For a climatological study, however, where one is not trying to trace the origin of a582

particular air mass, longer integrations will yield useful information. We choose 14 days583

partly for practical reasons, but also because we expect parcels to lose their integrity due584

to mixing processes in about 2 weeks. Each trajectory is represented by 701 points (one585

every half hour), and we use the locations of every fourth point along each trajectory to586

develop the plotted distributions. The figures are essentially geographically distributed587

percentage distribution functions, where the color in each geographical rectangle (sized588

10 degrees latitude by 10 degrees longitude) represents the percentage of all points along589

all relevant 14 day trajectories that are to be found in that rectangle. The four separate590

figures (a-d) represent distributions for back trajectories originating in four quadrants of591

the TC4 region as indicated in the figure caption.592
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Figure 18a and 18b show distributions for parcels originating in the northwestern and593

northeastern quadrants of TC4 operations, respectively. Perhaps the most remarkable594

feature is the “channel of air origin” heading eastward towards North Africa, and the595

almost complete absence of any points west of the TC4 region. This is an indication of the596

strength and persistence of the low-level easterly flow depicted in Figure 3c. Nevertheless,597

there is some dispersion in the parcel distributions. Some parcels have spent a significant598

amount of time over the northern Amazon region (Venezuela and the Guianas). Had the599

trajectories been extended for another week, one might see some parcels traced back to600

the biomass burning region in southern Africa. For the northwestern quadrant (Figure601

18a), a small number of parcels can be traced back to the southern hemisphere westerlies.602

Results are substantially different for the two southern quadrants (southwestern – Figure603

18c; southeastern – Figure 18d). Though there is still evidence of a “channel” toward the604

Sahara desert, the distribution around the TC4 region is more symmetric. At these605

latitudes, much of the air at low levels comes from the Amazon. Also, there is a larger606

contribution from the southern midlatitudes, as air occasionally moves north along the607

Pacific coast just west of the Andes.608

Figure 19 (a-d) shows the results for 14-day back trajectories originating at 200mb.609

Unlike Figure 18, where the distribution of all points are plotted, we plot only the points610

above 300mb. This separation is done since 200mb is just below the main outflow level611

in the tropics. The goal is to see from where air parcels that do not undergo convective612

lifting come. In this calculation, about half of all the points along the trajectories are613

above 300mb, and this does include points on trajectories that dip below 300mb and614

rise back up again. Turning to Figures 19a and 19b, we see a much broader directional615
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distribution than at 850mb. This arises from the fact that there are two main pathways to616

these two regions as suggested by Figure 3a; one pathway is from North America around617

the anticyclone and upstream of the mid-Atlantic trough, and the other is from the east618

and the southern edge of the Asian anticyclone. These two pathways are reflected as two619

angular maxima in the distribution, one pointing eastward and the other pointing north-620

northeastward. Note that though it takes longer than 14 days for air to go from the Asian621

anticyclone to Central America, air movement along the northern hemisphere westerlies622

and around the anticyclone is fairly rapid. A small number of parcels have actually623

traveled all the way from central Russia eastward, across the Pacific, and equatorward to624

Central America.625

The distribution of air parcels ending in the southern portion of the TC4 region has a626

different character (Figure 19, c and d). Here, there is a significant contribution of parcels627

from the Pacific ocean. This is an apparent inconsistency with the mean flow pattern in628

Figure 3a. In fact, at about the turn of the month (July 30 through August 2, just prior629

to the strong convective events of August 3, day 215, Figure 9), strong 200mb westerly630

winds penetrated to about 3N. This was an unusual event. The fact that there is no631

convection in the eastern Pacific just south of the equator means that this event will have632

a disproportionate impact on the statistics for parcels remaining at high altitudes, since,633

as shown in the discussion of Figure 20 below, about half the parcels experience significant634

convective uplift. The other sources of air for the southern part of the TC4 region are635

similar to those for the northern part, namely the easterly jet emanating from the Asian636

monsoon anticyclone, and the north American monsoon anticyclone. As expected, the637

latter is not as prominent as in Figures 19a and 19b.638
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Figure 19 showed the geographical distribution of trajectory points above 300mb from639

parcels originating at 200mb. Figure 20 (a-d) shows the distribution of positions of those640

parcels that ascend to 200mb from below 700mb via the resolved wind fields at some time641

during the previous 14 days, and the locations where the ascent occurred (specifically642

where the parcels crossed the 500mb surface – yellow dots). As indicated in the figure, a643

bit less than half of the parcels in all four quadrants have ascended. Given the difficulty of644

projecting convective effects onto a 1 by 1 analysis grid, this exact number should not be645

treated too seriously. A similar uncertainty would apply to equating the exact locations of646

the 500mb crossing to the location of convection, since the trajectory calculation is likely647

to produce a much gentler slope in the ascent than is actually occurring in convective648

systems. Given the easterly flow that predominates at all the altitudes (Figure 3), this649

means that the 500mb crossing point is probably somewhat east of the actual convection.650

Still, the analysis provides some indication of where the ascent occurs, and where low651

level parcels ending up in the Central American Upper Troposphere might originate. In all652

four quadrants, ascent in the Atlantic ITCZ, northern South America, and the Caribbean653

are important in lofting air to 200mb from low levels. In all except the northwestern654

quadrant (Figure 20a), some ascent occurs over Africa. Ascent over the eastern Caribbean655

plays an important role for the northeastern quadrant (Figure 20b). One interesting656

pathway for air is apparent in the two northern quadrants (Figure 20a and b). Here air657

from low levels in North America is lofted by North American convection and transported658

southward to Central America. However, in all cases, most of the air that has ascended659

comes from a broad swath that is east of Central America. The basic picture is one of660

air converging from north and south of the ITCZ in the Atlantic and equatorial South661
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America, and ascending over the Atlantic, South America, the Caribbean, and Central662

America.663

6.2. TTL Air origin

Figure 21 (a-d) shows the results for 14-day back trajectories originating at 100mb.664

100mb is essentially in the middle of the TTL, and, in Central America, is very close to665

the cold point tropopause (Figure 13). Only the distribution of parcel positions above666

200mb is shown, though it turns out that parcels in this kinematic trajectory formulation667

stayed above 200mb about 97% of the time. As in Figure 19, the two northern and two668

southern quadrants show similar characteristics. Parcels originating in the two northern669

quadrants (Figures 21 a and b) have a strong “channel of origin” pointing eastward,670

consistent with the global influence of the Asian monsoon easterly jet shown in Figure 1.671

In a few cases, it only takes 14 days to go from the monsoon region to Central America;672

in fact, there is evidence that parcels could come from as far away as Japan in this time.673

Unlike 200mb, influence from air in North America is very limited. The situation for the674

two southern quadrants is quite different. Though a significant number of parcels come675

from the east, others come from the west. A significant number of parcels have actually676

gone eastward from South Africa across the Indian and Pacific oceans and ended up in677

Central America within 14 days. Again, this is entirely consistent with Figure 1, which678

shows mean westerly winds south of about 5N.679

The kinematic trajectory formulation using the NCEP analyses is not likely to give a680

good indication of the influence of convection at the 100mb level, if only because 100mb681

represents the top level of the available vertical wind grid for the particular analysis682

product used (though not the top level for other meteorological variables). Thus, to get683
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some indication of convective influence in the TTL, we use a different approach. Figure684

22 (a-d) shows the results of a convective influence analysis based on a combination685

of diabatic trajectory analysis and global geostationary infrared imagery. The method,686

similar to that documented in Pfister et al. [2001], starts with a set of back trajectories687

originating in the TC4 region. Back trajectories are started at the same dates and times as688

for the kinematic approach, except that vertical motions are calculated by forcing parcels689

to follow isentropes, with a correction using average summer clear-sky radiative heating690

rates. The calculations are done for 20 days instead of 14, the justification for this being691

that mixing rates are probably less at 100mb than at 200mb, thus allowing parcels to692

retain some integrity for a longer time. As mentioned above, though the accuracy of693

individual trajectories is poor beyond a week, there should be some statistical validity to694

large groups of trajectories.695

To evaluate the impact of convection, the trajectories are marched through a time696

varying field of global geostationary infrared (10.5 µm) imagery. Convective interaction697

occurs if the cloud altitude (based on brightness temperature) matches the altitude of the698

trajectory. Sherwood et al [2004] and Minnis et al [2008] have noted that cloud altitudes699

from IR methods are typically about 1 km below actual altitudes based on lidar altimetry.700

This applies even for optically dense clouds, such as convective anvils. Thus, brightness701

temperatures are adjusted by 6K (consistent with the typical lapse rate in the TTL) before702

convective interaction is evaluated. To account for the thinning of anvils at their edges,703

parcels must only come within 30km of a given pixel to allow interaction. Effectively, at704

any given time, the parcel is said to be influenced by the coldest pixel within 30km, a705

number based on crude observations of the size of anvil edges. It should be emphasized706
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that this method tells us if a parcel has come within 30km of a cloud with an altitude707

that is at least as high as the parcel. It is thus an indicator of whether a parcel has been708

influenced by convection. The method cannot tell us what fraction of the air is from the709

convective plume, and what fraction is from the environment.710

The results are shown in Figure 22 (a-d). What is plotted are the locations where711

individual parcels experience their most recent convective encounter, color coded for the712

elapsed time between convective interaction and arrival in the TC4 region. The per-713

centages on the figure indicate the overall fractions of parcels in each quadrant that is714

influenced by convection in particular regions. The first thing to note is that the overall715

proportion of air influenced by convection (average of about 65% for all four quadrants) is716

larger than the values deduced for the main outflow layer at 200mb (Figure 20). In fact,717

the implied convective turnover time (65% of the air in 20 days) is about half the tropical718

average turnover time (60 days) calculated by Dessler (2002) at 375K (the approximate719

potential temperature at 100mb). To put these discrepancies into context, we note three720

things. First, this calculation attempts to establish convective influence, rather than com-721

plete turnover of a given air mass. It is thus not really calculating the same quantity as722

shown in Figure 20 (which may, in fact, be an underestimate). Convective anvils are723

mixtures of convective and environmental air, and air near the anvil tops (which is the724

situation here, since only the deepest systems reach 100mb – Gettelman et al. [2002])725

is likely to have a large admixture of environmental air. Third, we might well expect a726

faster than average tropical convective turnover time for a region that is not only convec-727

tively active but is directly downstream of other convectively active regions. Finally, this728

technique, just like any technique that attempts to quantify the effect of convection, is729
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imperfect and includes assumptions (e.g., the 30 km “influence region” indicated above)730

that will affect the results. Thus, errors are expected, though our expectation is that they731

are perhaps a factor of two, rather than a factor of ten.732

In spite of the expected errors, the approach has value, especially for looking at water733

vapor and water vapor isotopes (Sayres, et al. [2010]), where nearly any contact with a734

convective system at high altitude is likely to saturate the air. Also, it has the advantage of735

being based on actual observations of convection rather than convective parameterizations.736

The results for the two northern quadrants (Figures 22a and b) show that convection737

lining up along a “highway” from the east is influencing the air in the northern part of738

the TC4 region. There is a small contribution from North American convection (defined739

as western Hemisphere north of 20N), but, in general, convection in the zones outlined740

by the OLR minima in Figure 1 (Tropical Americas, Africa, and Asian monsoon) are the741

major contributors. Note that it typically takes about 15 to 20 days for air to travel from742

the Asian monsoon region to Central America. Travel times are 10-16 days for African743

convection. Of particular note is that the Atlantic ITCZ, which is so important at 200mb,744

plays very little role at 100mb. The picture in the southern two quadrants (Figures 22c745

and d) is similar, but with some important differences. Though “nearby” convection746

(essentially western hemisphere south of 20N) contributes about the same amount, the747

contributions from African and Asian convection are much smaller, consistent with the748

greater spread of trajectory origins (Figures 21 c and d) and the position of the zero749

time-mean zonal wind line (Figure 1a). Another notable difference from the northern750

quadrants is a contribution from the convective zone south of Mexico to the west of the751

TC4 region. This convective zone appears as as a secondary minimum in OLR in Figure752
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1a. On a number of occasions (e.g., Petropavlovskikh et al. [2010]), northerly flow from753

this convective zone curved eastward into the southern portion of the TC4 region. This is754

also why there is actually a greater contribution from Mexican convection in the southern755

quadrants than in the northern quadrants. Easterly flow was much more persistent into756

the northern quadrants, severely limiting any influence from convection to the west.757

7. Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this overview has been to set the meteorological context for the TC4758

aircraft experiment, whose purpose was to research the processes of convective transport759

in the UTLS and cirrus cloud evolution in the tropics. Intensive aircraft campaigns, by760

their very nature, focus on a limited region in a limited time. The advantage is that761

important details of microphysical and transport processes that cannot be elucidated762

by global satellite measurements, either because of inadequate spatial resolution or that763

the quantity simply cannot be measured, can be addressed. The disadvantage is that764

conditions in the sampling time and region may not be typical, and deviations from the765

average need to be understood. For example, microphysical processes in cirrus clouds are766

strongly affected by temperature, a quantity subject to variations on all scales, from near767

microscale gravity waves to interannual variations. Furthermore, convective transport768

occurs in many locations on the globe. Evaluating it thus requires an understanding of769

the lateral transport of air masses.770

At the highest levels of interest, namely the Tropical Tropopause Layer, the global cir-771

culation is dominated by the Asian Anticyclone and associated easterly winds. These772

winds originated in generally colder regions to the east, and, not surprisingly, relative hu-773

midities in the TC4 TTL are generally lower than most regions upstream. Temperatures774
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were colder than normal, consistent with the tropopause temperature drop in the tropics775

noted earlier in the decade. The lower relative humidities in the TC4 region mean that776

in-situ cirrus formation in the TTL is particularly dependent on having significant devi-777

ations from the mean temperature. The radiosonde observations showed very substantial778

variability in temperature and wind, largely displaying the character of upward propa-779

gating waves generated by convection in the region. These waves produced characteristic780

temperature variations at the altitude of minimum temperature on the order of 2K, with781

a maximum peak-to-peak variation of 8K exhibited during the experiment.782

In the upper and middle troposphere, flow is also easterly, but there is no obvious783

deviation from typical conditions at these levels. Overall convective divergence at the784

maximum tropical outflow level (about 200mb to 150mb) is similar to average conditions785

for the time of year in which the experiment was conducted. This is not inconsistent with786

expectations from the state of the ENSO cycle, which was nearly neutral, but in the early787

stages of La Nina conditions.788

The central American region is the primary region of convective convergence at low789

levels in the Tropical Western Hemisphere, and the overall magnitude of this convergence790

was similar to climatological conditions. Important difference were in the strength of the791

low level Caribbean jet (which was weaker than normal), and the colder than normal sea792

surface temperatures off the equatorial coast of South America.793

This may have had implications for the overall incidence of the deepest convection during794

the three week period of the experiment. Here, the TC4 period showed the largest devi-795

ation from normal conditions, with the coldest clouds showing the third lowest incidence796

in 34 years of Outgoing Longwave Radiation statistics. A comparison of geostationary797
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satellite statistics for three years showed that the largest deviation was in the Panama798

Bight region, with negative deviations of 30% or more from the same period in 2005.799

Most of this deviation can be attributed to the incipient La Nina conditions, particularly800

the anomalously cold temperatures off the equatorial coast of South America. The effect801

of the relative weakness of the low level jet was on the overall distribution of convection802

in the TC4 region. Consistent with previous studies, the effect was to strengthen Pacific803

coastal convection relative to Caribbean coastal convection.804

Convection and the overall circulation determine the nature of the observed air masses.805

At low levels in the northern portion of the TC4 region flow from the east-northeast806

predominated, while flow from the Amazon predominated in the southern portion. In the807

upper troposphere convectively influenced air came from Central America, the northern808

Amazon region, the Atlantic ITCZ, and the North American monsoon. Only a limited809

number of air parcels in the upper troposphere orginated from convection in the Pacific.810

In the TTL, convection to the east, including African and Asian convection, affected811

the observed air masses. Near San Jose and northward in the TTL, African and Asian812

convection (aged as much as 20 days) may have contributed as much to the air masses as813

Central and South American convection. South of 8N, Asian and African convection had814

far less impact.815
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Figure 1. Average meteorology at 100mb for the extended TC4 period (July 5-August

15) for 2007 (the year of the mission) and for the 11 year average 1997-2007. Color

fill: OLR; magenta contours: temperature; yellow contours; positive divergence; green

contours: zero zonal wind line. The white rectangle denotes the approximate limits of

TC4 flight operations.
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Figure 2. Relative Humidity for a portion of the TC4 period based on MLS mea-

surements and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis temperatures. Wind vectors indicate the 100mb

flow.
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Figure 3. Average meteorology for the TC4 period (July 5 - August 15, 2007) at 200mb

(top) 500mb (middle) and 850 mb (bottom). Color fill: OLR; yellow contours: divergence

at 200mb and 500mb and convergence at 850mb.
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Figure 4. Average meteorology, OLR, and sea surface temperature for the TC4 region.

(a) 925mb flow, sea surface temperature (colors), isotachs (green contours)and convergence

(yellow contours) for the 11 year average during the TC4 period (July 6 - August 15); (b)

200mb flow, OLR, and divergence (yellow contours) for the 11 year average; (c) as in (a),

except for the TC4 period in 2007; (d) as in (b), except for the TC4 period in 2007. See

text for description of colored contours in (b) and (d)
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Figure 5. Incidence of cold pixels as a function of local time – see text
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Figure 6. Incidence of pixels with brightness temperatures less than 230K based

on GOES-12 imagery for the TC4 period during 2005, 2006, and 2007. The cyan box

represents the approximate operating region of the aircraft during TC4. The yellow box

represents the Panama Bight region
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Figure 7. As in Figure 6, escept for brightness temperatures less than 200K.
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Figure 8. Evolution through the year of convection as shown by OLR (a), the signed

strength of the Caribbean Low Level Jet or LLJ (b), and four measures of the Pacific

equatorial sea surface temperature anomaly (c). The TC4 experimental period is marked

by the vertical dotted lines. See text for details
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Figure 9. Evolution of convection during TC4, as represented by the fraction of cold

cloud using GOES window channel data in the TC4 region (solid black) and the Panama

Bight (dotted black), as defined by the yellow and cyan rectangles in Figure 5. The gray

line denotes the maximum 700mb wind along the 77.5W meridian from the NCEP/NCAR

Reanalysis. The date range is July 14 through August 9, and the dates of the flights by

the three aircraft are denoted by indicated symbols. The time axis is Julian day in UTC.
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a

b

Figure 10. (a) 6.7 µm (“water vapor channel”) image for July 17, 2007 at 9 AM local

time. Winds are in knots and isotachs above 30 knots are contoured in red. (b) Same as

(a), except for July 19, 2007 at 9 AM local time.
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Figure 11. (a) As in Figure 10, except for July 22 at 9 AM local time. (b) As in Figure

10, except for July 29 at 9 AM local time.
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a

b

Figure 12. (a) As in Figure 10, except for August 3 at 6 AM local time; (b) As in

Figure 10, except for August 5 at 9 AM local time.
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Figure 13. Mean profiles of radiosonde temperature (T), dewpoint (Td) and winds at

Alajuela, Costa Rica (10.0◦N, 84.2◦W), 16 June - 15 August, 2007. Crosses are cold point

tropopauses from individual soundings. Mean geopotential height (dam) on standard

levels at right. Isentropes labeled from 300 to 900 K.
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Figure 14. (a) Standard deviation of (a) temperature and dewpoint and (b) average

zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds at Alajuela, Costa Rica in envelopes of ±1 standard

deviation. Data as in Figure 13.
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Figure 15. Time series of cold point tropopause temperature, 16 June 00 UT through

15 August 18 UT (day 166-226.75) from radiosondes at Alajuela, Costa Rica. Dots are

observations, thin dotted lines are a series generated with cubic-spline interpolation and

the heavy black line is the latter smoothed with a 53-pt binomial smoother.
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Figure 16. Time-height cross-sections of anomalies of (a) temperature, (b) zonal

wind and (c) meridional wind at Alajuela, Costa Rica, 16 June - 14 August 2007. Red

horizontal dashed lines at mean altitudes of the 350K and 355K potential temperature

surfaces and the cold point tropopause. Vertical arrows at the times of flights of the

CFH/ECC payloads.
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Figure 18. Geographical percentage distribution function from back trajectories origi-

nating at 850mb in four quadrants in the TC4 region. Trajectories originate between: (a)

7.5N and 20N, and 90W and 82.5W; (b) 7.5N and 20N, and 82.5W and 75W; (c) 5S and

7.5N and 90W and 82.5W; (d) 5S and 7.5N and 82.5W and 75W. The magenta rectangles

outline each of the four quadrants.
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Figure 19. As in Figure 18 except for trajectories originating at 200mb with points

remaining above 300mb
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Figure 20. Distribution of points located below 700mb on back trajectories that

originate at 200mb. a-d represent results for quadrants as defined in Figure 18. See text.
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Figure 21. As in Figure 19, except for trajectories originating at 100mb and points

above 200mb.
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Figure 22. Distribution of points located below 700mb on back trajectories that

originate at 200mb. a-d represent results for quadrants as defined in Figure 18.
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